We analyzed some new high resolution optical spectra of the semiregular RV Tauri-type star R Sct. Fundamental parameters were found to be T eff = 4500 K, log g = 0.0 and ξ t = 4.0 km s −1 . The results of chemical analysis show that R Sct is a metal-poor star with [Fe/H]≈ −0.5. The carbon content with respect to iron is significantly larger than in the Sun, [C/Fe] = 0.84, but there is an evident deficiency of heavy elements. We found no tight correlation of the chemical abundances on the condensation temperatures of elements. This means that in R Sct the depletion by condensation into dust does not work, with possible exception of Ca and Sc. The luminosity derived from the Hipparcos parallax corresponds to a tip of the red-giant branch or slightly above it. Thus it is possible that R Sct evolved off the early-AGB when it has not yet experienced the third dredge-up in thermal pulses, or it is still located on AGB. The peculiarities of spectral features (emissions, line-splitting) and the complicated time-variable radial velocities were also studied.
INTRODUCTION
The RV Tauri-type stars are luminous (4 > log(L/L ⊙ ) > 3.2) pulsating variables located in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram between the cepheids and the long-period variables. Their masses are quite low 0.8 > M/M ⊙ > 0.5, and the periods of luminosity changes are between 30 to 150 days (Wallerstein & Cox 1984) . Their light curves show large irregularities both in period and shape of semiperiodic variations with alternation of deep and shallow minima. There are two photometric classes of light curves of RV Tauri-type stars. The RVa class contains stars with constant mean magnitude, and the RVb class variables show the variation of the mean magnitude on a time-scale of about 600 to 1500 d. Many RV Tauri stars exhibit two dominant periods: variations with short period (P ≈ 40 d) of small amplitude are superimposed on variations of equal or larger amplitude with longer period (P ≈ 800 d) (Giridhar et al. 1994) . Spectroscopically, Preston et al. (1963) by low-resolution spectra divided them into classes A, B and C. The group A consists of stars of spectral classes G and K. The group B consists of Fp(R) stars with very peculiar spectra. The spectra of group C stars are similar to B but without strong bands of molecules containing carbon. They also exhibit strong hydrogen emission lines during light maxima.
RV Tauri stars are located at the top of the Population II instability strip and are generally considered to be post-AGB stars (Jura 1986) . Their masses anticipated from the pulsational analysis are M = 0.3 − −0.7 M ⊙ (Fokin 1994) . However, RV Tauri stars do not exhibit the expected for the post-AGB stage high abundances of carbon and s-process elements. They often show abundances similar to the depletion patterns in the gas phase of interstellar medium (ISM). The dust-induced depletion is possible as RV Tauri stars are thought to be mostly binaries with the dust possibly confined in a disk (Ruyter et al. 2005) . Matsuura et al. (2002) argue that the brightest member of the class, R Sct, may be still a thermally-pulsing AGB star, observed in a helium-burning phase.
This work is devoted to spectroscopy of this most irregular variable among the RV Tauri stars, which has a period close to 142 d. Photometrically R Sct is a RVa star and spectroscopically it belongs to Preston's group A. The basic parameters of R Sct, as listed in the SIMBAD database, are presented in Table 1 .
The parallax given in Table 1 has been obtained with Hipparcos (Van Leeuwen 2007) . If the period-luminosity relation of cepheids is used, the distance should be as large as 750 pc, which corresponds to luminosity of 9400 L ⊙ (Ruyter et al. 2005) . The spectral type of R Sct is strongly variable: from G0 Iae to K2p(M3) Ibe. Wing (1987) has found that in 1985 spectral type of R Sct was similar to M5.3.
SPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
For the investigation we used two high resolution spectra (R = 45 000) of R Sct obtained on 2010 July 30 and September 24 with the Nasmyth Echelle Spectrograph (Panchuk et al. 2009 ), which is permanently located at the Nasmyth focus of the 6 m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory. The spectrograph was equipped with an image slicer (Panchuk et al. 2009) . A CCD camera with 2048 × 2048 pixels (15 × 15 µm, readout noise 7e − ) produced by the Copenhagen University Observatory was used as a detector. The spectra cover the wavelength region 442-593 nm (JD = 2455408.5) and 522-669 nm (JD = 2455464.3).
We have also used two spectra taken from the NARVAL database 1 . NAR-VAL is a new generation stellar spectropolarimeter copied from the ESPaDOnS on the CFHT and adapted to the 2 m telescope Bernard Lyot atop of Pic du Midi (Donati 2007) 2 . The spectra were observed on 2007 September 5 and 2008 June 4. They cover the wavelength region 360-1048 nm, have the resolution of about R = 65 000 and the signal-to-noise ratio from 10 at short wavelengths to about 250 in the red.
The brightness of the star during the observations was close to the mean value. The two NARVAL spectra were obtained at V ≈ 5.1, at the local maximum of the light curve and at V ≈ 5.7 on the rising part of the light curve. The SAO spectra were obtained at V ≈ 5.7 on the horizontal part of the light curve and V ≈ 5.4 on the declining light.
The spectra were reduced using the NOAO astronomical data analysis facility IRAF. The use of image slicer results in three parallel strips of spectra in each order, shifted in wavelengths. Therefore all strips were reduced separately, linearized in wavelengths and coadded. We checked the accuracy of this procedure (Kipper & Klochkova 2005) and found that the wavelengths of the terrestrial lines in the star spectrum are reproduced within a few 0.001Å.
ANALYSIS

Atmospheric parameters
For the abundance determinations only the spectra obtained at SAO were used. As starting parameters we accepted the data found by Luck (1981) : T eff = 4400 K, log g = 0.0 and [Fe/H] = -0.9. The Kurucz model atmospheres for metal-deficient stars were applied 3 . By forcing the excitation equilibrium for the most numerous line set of Fe I (230 lines), we have found T eff = 4500 K. With this procedure also the microturbulent velocity ξ t = 4.0 ± 0.3 km s −1 was fixed (see Figures 1 and 2 ). With this microturbulent velocity the iron abundance from Fe I lines is log ε(Fe) = 7.00± 0.21. The number of useful Fe II lines is much smaller, and the determination of the microturbulent velocity is less accurate. Using quite numerous lines of Ni I we found ξ t = 4.3 km s −1 . The comparison of this value was used to estimate the error of ξ t stated above. With the same ξ t = 4.0 km s −1 the iron abundance from Fe II lines is log ε(Fe) = 7.15 ± 0.26. This shows that the assumed surface gravity log g = 0.0 is nearly correct with the error ≤ 0.2. If we accept a larger value of ξ t = 4.7 km s −1 , which seems to fit the Fe II lines better, then the abundances of Fe I and Fe II coincide. These data are close to the earlier results of Giridhar et al. (2000) , who found T eff = 4500 K, log g = 0.0, ξ t = 3.0 km s −1 and [Fe/H] = -0.4. R Sct was also studied earlier using low resolution spectra during the efforts to construct the spectral libraries for population synthesis (Prugniel et al. 2011; Cenarro et al. 2007 ). The results are comparable to our high resolution study.
The NARVAL spectra show definite split of lines already found by Preston (1962) . The Fe I lines in these spectra correspond to somewhat higher temperature of about T eff = 4750 K and a lower microturbulent velocity of 2 km s −1 . The iron abundance remains the same.
Abundances
The abundances of elements were derived with the help of the Kurucz program WIDTH5 or by spectral synthesis, when the hyperfine structure of lines was important, as for Mn I. Then the HFS data were taken from Kurucz's database 4 . For quite strong Mg I lines, the line damping was also taken into account, with the van der Waals damping constants from the same Kurucz line list, with an enhancement factor of 2.5.
The sources of oscillator strengths are indicated in Table 2 , where the results on abundances are listed. The measured equivalent widths of lines, the used oscillator strength values and the derived abundances are listed in Table 4 . Most of the oscillator strengths were taken from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database (Ralchenko et al. 2011) and from the SpectroWeb database (Lobel 2010) . The results show that R Sct is a metal-poor star with [Fe/H] ≈ −0.5. Heavy elements are considerably underabundant. The same applies to Sc and Ca. A relatively high abundance of Eu is based on a single line. The carbon abundance is somewhat enhanced. If compared to the older solar abundance of 8.55 (Grevesse et al. 1996) this increase stays inside the error bar. This is an indication that the star could have experienced the third dredge-up on AGB. This event is expected to be accompanied by increase of s-process element abundances. Because this is not observed, the star cannot be in the post third dredge-up stage descending from the thermally pulsating AGB stars (Matsuura et al. 2002) . However, there is a possibility of depletion of heavy refractory elements by the selective accretion from the dusty surroundings of the star. Recent abundance investigations of field RV Tauri stars (Rao & Reddy 2005) dance pattern. The elements with the condensation temperature T cond > 1300 K are selectively depleted.
In Figure 3 the abundances in R Sct are plotted against the condensation temperature of elements (Lodders 2003) . As in other RV Tauri stars, we expect here a tight correlation of abundance anomalies with T cond . However, in the 1000-1600 K interval such dependence is not observed. Also there is an abrupt drop of abundances by 1 dex for T cond > 1400 K. In the overlapping temperature region the scatter is quite large. This means that in R Sct the depletion by selective condensation into dust and the subsequent accretion of refractory elements does not work. The conclusion about inefficiency of selective condensation is confirmed also by the Zn and Fe abundances: as follows from Table 2 , [Zn/Fe] is close to the solar value. In this respect we confirm the results of Giridhar et al. (2000) . Rao & Reddy (2005) have analyzed the surface composition of cool RV Tauri star CE Vir and also found a deficiency of heavy elements. They also did not find any systematic trend in element depletions with the condensation temperature. Instead, a significant correlation of element deficiency with the first ionization potential (FIP) was discovered. This is an inverse effect in comparison with the abundance enhancement of elements with low FIP in the low speed solar wind and in the high speed streams.
In Figure 4 we have plotted abundances of elements [El/H] versus the first ionization potential (FIP) in R Sct. The abundances of elements with FIP < 7 eV are evidently reduced. But the dispersion of points is very large indicating that FIP effect is not the probable reason of underabundances of s-process elements. Luck & Bond (1989) tried to explain underabundances of heavy elements in several RV Tauri stars by overionization of these elements by Lyman-continuum photons from a shock-wave passage. In Figure 5 we have plotted the abundances in R Sct versus the second ionization potential (SIP). The elements with SIP < 13.5 eV are clearly underabundant. The SIP of Na is very high, 47.3 eV, and the corresponding point (47.3,-0.47) is outside of figure limits. A relatively high abundance of Eu is very uncertain because it was derived from a single line. This dependence of underabundances on SIP does not allow to decide whether they are related to the third dredge-up on AGB.
SPECTRAL PECULIARITIES
Emission lines
High variability of the spectrum of R Sct during its pulsating periods was described earlier by Preston (1962) and Pollard et al. (1997) . As the light of the star changes, most details in the spectrum also change significantly: emission and absorption components in the Hα profile, emissions in weak metallic lines of low excitation (Ti I) and a split of strong absorptions. Our R Sct spectra demonstrate the variability of all these spectral features.
The Balmer line changes in the spectrum of R Sct with the light variability has been studied in detail by Lebre & Gillet (1991a) . In the SAO spectra, obtained on the horizontal part of light curve near the maximum and at the start of light decline, Balmer lines are in absorption ( Figure 6 ). In this figure, the velocity for Hα is reduced by -15.8 km s −1 , a difference of solar velocities between different dates of observation.
The lines are completely different in the NARVAL spectra obtained during the rising part of light curve (Figure 7) . At that time the mean radial velocity determined from metallic lines was 36.5 km s The complicated profiles of weak metallic lines of low excitation (Fe I, Ti I, etc.) are known to exist in the R Sct spectrum during deep light minima (Howell et al. 1983 ). In the SAO spectrum obtained close to the light decline (JD = 2455464.3), numerous emission lines of Fe I and Ti I were identified. On the basis of 12 of the most reliable emissions, we obtained the average value of the radial velocity 42.6 ± 0.3 km s −1 . This means that the heliocentric velocity is close to 43.8 km s
found by Preston (1962) .
In the NARVAL spectrum we also identified 58 emission lines originating from the low excitation levels (0.86-2.27 eV) of Ti I, V I and Fe I. The mean heliocentric velocity of these lines is 43.0 ± 1.5 km s −1 . Also, a Sc I line at 6305.65Å with the velocity 45.2 km s −1 was found. These lines in the NIR spectral region show the clear P Cygni profiles (Figure 8) . Mozurkewich et al. (1987) found that the velocity of metallic emissions is variable with a half amplitude of about 4 km s −1 . Therefore these lines are formed in the outermost layers of the envelope which only slightly participate in the pulsation movements. Gillet et al. (1989) 
Unstable field of radial velocities
In order to derive the mean radial velocity, V r , we measured a large number of the pure (without visible emission or splitting) absorptions in the spectra of R Sct, > 400 lines in each spectrum. Taking into account a high probability of differential movements in the extended atmosphere of the star, we looked for the dependence of the radial velocity, measured in different lines, on the excitation potential of their lower level. We have not found such dependence, what permits us to average V r values measured using the individual metallic lines.
In Table 3 we give V r values for the selected spectral features and the groups of lines. The second column presents the mean V r derived from the symmetrical lines, which are variable in time due to star pulsation. When calculating this mean V r , the lines of Ti I and Fe I with emissions in their red wings were not taken into account. The next columns of Table 3 contain the interstellar component (column 3) and the two stellar components of the Na I D-lines (columns 4 and 5). All particular features of the velocity field for the observing moment JD = 2455464.3 are shown in the upper panel of Figure 9 . For a comparison, similar data from the spectrum on JD = 2455408.5 without Ti I and Fe I emissions and the split of the strongest absorptions are presented in the lower panel of this figure. The center-of-mass velocity of the star is indicated by the horizontal dashed line in the upper panel. It should be noted that this value, V sys = 43.8 km s −1 (Preston 1962) , is in a good agreement with the value V sys = 43 km s −1 obtained by Mozurkewich et al. (1987) from atomic emission lines in the near infrared spectrum of R Sct.
In the JD = 2455464.3 spectrum, Na I D-lines have a complex structure and contain three components with the absorption cores corresponding to V r about −14, +30 and +50 km s −1 . The first component with -14 km/s is of interstellar origin, its value is in agreement with the positions of interstellar lines in this direction of the Galaxy (Münch 1957) . Lèbre & Gillet (1991b) analyzed the structure of D-lines in high resolution spectra and concluded that the blueshifted component could be of interstellar origin or be a circumstellar line formed in a recent mass ejection from stellar envelope.
The red most component at V r ≈ +51 km s −1 origins probably in the circumstellar envelope higher than the region of formation of Ti I and Fe I emissions. As follows from Table 3 (Table 3) . As is seen in Figures 10, 11 and 12, both components 2 and 3 contain additional variable features in their wings which are unresolved in our spectra. Lèbre & Gillet (1991b) restored these additional variable components using the Gaussian analysis.
The most interesting peculiarity of the spectra is a split of the strongest low excitation absorption lines which are visible in some spectra. For the JD = 2455464.3 spectrum we found nine split Fe I lines whose lower excitation potential is χ low = 1-2 eV (at 5269.54, 5371.49, 5397.13, 5405.78, 5429.70, 5434.52, 5446.92, 5455.61 and 6136.62Å). The blue-shifted components are slightly stronger (by ∼ 8%) than the redshifted ones. As follows from the radial velocity picture presented in Figure 9 (upper panel) , at this moment of observations both infalling and expanding layers in the extended atmosphere of the star were present.
A diffuse interstellar band (DIB) at 5780Å was found in the both SAO spectra. The velocities were close to the systemic one. Therefore these bands probably are formed in outer layers of the circumstellar envelope. The reddening of R Sct is known with a low accuracy. Various estimates of E B−V span from 0.0 (Ruyter et al. 2005) to 0.43 mag (Cardelli 1985) . The estimate by Goldsmith et al. (1987) The luminosity derived from the parallax corresponds to a tip of RGB or slightly above it. This again shows that R Sct could evolve off the AGB when it had not yet experienced the third dredge-up in thermal pulses, or it have not left the AGB yet.
CONCLUSIONS
After the initial assumption that RV Tau stars are the low-mass post-AGB objects which left the AGB quite recently (Jura 1986; Gingold 1974; Eggen 1986 ), several authors have expressed doubts of such evolutionary status of some individual RV Tau stars, R Sct among them. Zsoldos (1995) and Matsuura et al. (2002) studied R Sct period changes retrospectively to 1800s. As post-AGB objects, RV Tau-type stars are expected to evolve towards higher temperatures at constant luminosities. During such evolution, secular changes in the pulsation period are expected. In the case of R Sct no such period changes have been found. Therefore they concluded that R Sct does not moves towards higher temperatures and has not yet left the AGB. The values of the effective temperature and the period of R Sct are close to those of AGB-stars (Blöcker 1995) .
We confirmed the low abundance of heavy elements in the atmosphere of R Sct. We also found that the luminosity of R Sct is rather low at log L/L ⊙ < 3.7. The most probable explanation of such chemical composition is that due to its low mass R Sct has not yet experienced the third dredge-up during helium flashes. In that case the initial mass of the star should be less than 1 M ⊙ (Wood & Zarro 1981 
